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ABSTRACT 

Mountain goat habitat supply modeling (HSM) was initiated for the Mackenzie Timber Supply 
area (TSA) in January 2003, as a component of the Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project in north-
central British Columbia.   Our modeling approach is based on a Bayesian belief network (BBN) 
developed for mountain goat habitat valuation and management planning. To be effective and 
credible as a planning tool, HSM’s must undergo technical testing.  This report documents the 
results of a pilot project to test the veracity of the mineral lick and escape terrain BBN’s, and 
initiate development of a predictive trails BBN.  Modeled high and moderate capability mineral 
licks (n=486) were field sampled by aerial reconnaissance; results showed a 43.2% error rate in 
model predictions.  Radio-telemetry relocations (n=1,418) for 48 individual mountain goats in the 
Mackenzie TSA were used as habitat selection estimates to test correspondence with modeled 
escape terrain; results showed significant selection by mountain goats for modeled escape terrain.  
Five spatial data analyses approaches were evaluated as methods for identifying the spatial 
distribution of trail corridors between modeled escape terrain and mineral licks.  The 
recommended approach is to proceed with a simple buffer and adjacency analysis that can be 
integrated into the existing trails BBN at the user-defined trails node.  Overall, our results show 
that the selected methods can effectively test BBN-based habitat supply models, and direct future 
refinement and application of BBNs.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Mountain goat habitat supply modeling (HSM) was initiated for the Mackenzie Timber Supply 
Area (TSA) in January 2003, as a component of the Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project 
(Hengeveld 2002a, b, 2003, 2004; Hengeveld et al. 2003; Hengeveld et al. 2004; McNay and 
Hengeveld 2004).  The ultimate goal is to develop Goat HSM as a useful operational decision-
support tool at the Forest Stewardship Plan level, allowing a transparent, quantitative assessment 
of disturbance impacts on goat habitats, and contributing to the development of adaptive 
management strategies that can be applied to other geographical areas.  
 
Our approach to mountain goat habitat supply modeling employs Netica© (Norsys Inc., 
http://www.norsys.com/) to formulate a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) concerning the likely 
state or condition of mountain goat habitats given observed states or conditions of key ecological 
factors.  To date, predictive models have been developed for mineral licks, summer escape 
terrain, and winter escape terrain habitats; a fourth model characterizing mineral lick access trails 
has been initiated but relies on user-defined inputs (Hengeveld et al. 2004). The key ecological 
input factors, the influence diagrams, and the choice of conditional probabilities fundamental to 
each node in the models were all based on a consensus of opinion taken from a variety of 
professionals experienced in the ecology of mountain goats.  Model results express values for 
habitat capability, habitat preference (capability modified by disturbance impacts), and habitat 
value (preference modified by predation risk and hunter harvest levels).  Collectively, these sub-
models are testable hypotheses that represent our understanding of mountain goat ecology and 
influential management factors. 
 
To be effective and credible as a planning tool, HSM’s must undergo technical testing.  This 
report documents the results of a pilot project to test the veracity of the mineral lick and escape 
terrain models, and initiate development of a predictive trails model.  Winter escape terrain 
capability is defined in our model as a subset of the summer escape terrain model (limited by 
aspect only), thus only the summer escape terrain model was tested.  Testing was focused on the 
capability and preference nodes only; the ‘habitat value’ node was not tested because we do not 
currently have data to test this node (i.e., this requires long-term population-level data, relating to 
mountain goat survival on occupied ranges). 
 

Objectives 

1. Test the mineral lick model at the habitat capability node, by collecting empirical data to 
verify model inputs (i.e., test our ability to find sites capable of being licks, and testing 
veracity of ecological input data); 

2. Test the mineral lick model at the habitat preference node, by collecting empirical data to 
evaluate mountain goat use of identified licks (i.e., test our ability to predict lick use by 
goats); 

3. Test the escape terrain model at the habitat preference node, by analyzing modeled escape 
terrain relative to observations of habitat preferences by radio-collared  mountain goats; 

4. Evaluate the potential to develop a predictive trails model, by relating the spatial 
distribution of mineral lick and escape terrain model outputs. 
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STUDY AREA 

The Mackenzie Mountain Goat Project operates within the Mackenzie TSA in north-central 
British Columbia (BC). Three study areas were identified for model runs: Akie, Osilinka, and 
Ospika (Table 1, Figure 1).  Study area boundaries were informed by availability of model input 
data, knowledge of local mountain goat populations and mineral lick distributions, and current 
management interests; boundaries were delineated by Landscape Unit boundaries (the 
administrative units for which local management objectives are set; see unpublished Landscape 
Unit maps at: http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/nor/mackenzie/index.html).   
 
The Akie and Ospika areas are in the northern Rocky Mountains, on the east side of the Williston 
Reservoir, and are centered on the lower Akie and Ospika river drainages.  The Osilinka area 
encompasses the upper reaches of the Osilinka and Mesilinka river drainages, within the Omineca 
Mountains flanking the west side of the Williston Reservoir.  Generally, these areas are 
characterized by mountainous terrain with extensive rugged alpine habitat, major river valleys, 
and dense coniferous forests.   
 
A series of large clay bank mineral licks are present in the lower Ospika River valley, and are 
known to be used extensively by mountain goats.  Mountain goat use of mineral licks in the Akie 
area is less well known, however several large clay bank complexes are apparent in the lower 
Akie River and Pesika Creek drainages.  In the Osilinka area, large clay banks are rare; only two 
licks used by mountain goats have been identified, and these are coarse-textured, rocky sites 
(Hengeveld, pers. obs.)   Radio-telemetry location data exists for 61 radio-collared mountain 
goats monitored in the Mackenzie TSA between March 2002 and 2005.    

Table 1.  Physical features of the Akie, Osilinka, and Ospika study area in north-central 
British Columbia. 
Study Area North UTM 

Range (Zone 10) 
West UTM Range 
(Zone 10) 

Area 
(km2) 

Elevation Range 
(m a.s.l.) 

Biogeoclimatic Units1 

Akie 6311500 
6376140 

415320 
360330 1,953 760 – 2,000 

BWBSdk1 
ESSFmv4 
SBSmk2 
ATp 

      

Osilinka 6197270 
6281030 

407560 
302500 4,404 1,000 – 2,400 

BWBSdk1 
ESSFmv3 
ESSFmvp3 
SWBmk 
ATp 

      

Ospika 6240000 
6230130 

466070 
423220 1,351 760 – 2,400 

SBSmk2 
ESSFmv4 
ESSFwk2 
ATp 

1 - see Meidinger and Pojar (1991) for biogeoclimatic unit code definitions. 
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Figure 1.  Mountain goat habitat supply model study areas in the Mackenzie Timber Supply 
Area, north-central British Columbia: Akie, Osilinka, and Ospika.   
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METHODS 

Expression of  Model Results 

Model results were obtained for the Mineral Lick BBN (version 3c, June 2004) capability and 
preference nodes (Figure 2), and the Summer Escape Terrain BBN (version 3c, June 2004) 
preference node (Figure 3), in all three study areas.  Conditional probabilities of the resultant 
states for each node was based upon the input state of key ecological factors that existed on each 
0.25ha grid cell of the study area, and the relationship among the factors as expressed by 
conditional probability tables (CPT, Norsys 2000).  The expected value of the resultant node was 
estimated for each 0.25ha grid cell as the products of the conditional probability of observing 
each state and the state’s value, summed across all states within each node as follows: 

∑
−

∗=
31

)(
ss

SPSNodeValue  

where s1 through s3 refer to the potential states in the node (e.g., preferred, equivocal, avoided) 
and P is the conditional probability of the state S being observed.  The expected node values 
obtained were then stratified into value classes, labelled to reflect the range of expected habitat 
conditions.   
 
The BBNs were constructed with Netica© (Norsys 2000), and data management was performed 
using Microsoft Access© (Microsoft 2003a) and ArcView GIS© (ESRI 1999). 
 

 
Figure 2.  A Bayesian Belief Network used to evaluate mineral lick capability in north-central 
British Columbia. 
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Figure 3.  A Bayesian Belief Network used for assessing the likely preference that mountain 
goats have for escape terrain in north-central British Columbia. 

Test of  Modeled Mineral Lick Capability and Preference 

Mapping modeled mineral licks 

Mineral lick capability (lick_cap) node results express the potential for a mineral lick to occur on 
the landscape. The expected values obtained for the lick_cap node were stratified into 3 equal-
interval value classes, labelled to reflect the range of expected habitat conditions:  High, 
Moderate, and Low.  The BBN defines High capability mineral licks as sites having exposed soil 
and all lick attributes (i.e., clay soil, poor drainage, non-forested, greater than 11% slope, fluvial, 
and a failure event).  Moderate capability mineral licks are sites having exposed soil but lacking 
one lick attribute, or a site that has not yet failed but has all other lick attributes.  The Low 
capability class includes all expected non-lick habitats. 
 
Mineral lick preference (lick_pref) node results express a rating of mineral lick use by mountain 
goats.  The expected node values obtained for the lick_pref node were also stratified into 3 equal-
interval value classes, labelled to reflect the range of expected habitat conditions:  Preferred, 
Equivocal, and Avoided.  Preferred sites are expected to show significant use by mountain goats 
(e.g., annual fidelity by a population of goats); low to moderate use is expected at an equivocal 
site (occasional use by individual goats); and no use is expected at an avoided site.   
 
The BBN output resultant grids were converted to vector data, creating mineral lick polygons 
where pixels of equal value were immediately adjacent; aggregation or clustering of isolated units 
was not done.  Each lick polygon was assigned a unique identification number and updated with 
polygon area measurements.  The attribute tables were then exported to a database to determine 
study area size and total area per stratum (Table 2).  Resultant map values were managed spatially 
using ArcView© (ESRI 1999) GIS software. 
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Table 2.  Mineral lick BBN results for the Akie, Osilinka, and Ospika study areas: 
amount of area expressed for High and Moderate mineral lick capability.  Percent 
(%) of total study area indicated in parentheses. 

Study 
Area 

Size (ha) Node Value 
Classes 

Area (ha)  Count of Lick 
Polygons 

Mean Lick Polygon 
Size (ha) 

      
Akie 195,329 High 10,675   (5.5) 1,279 8.35 
  Moderate 10,734   (5.5) 3,067 3.50 
  Low 173,920 (89.0) 0 0 
      
Osilinka 440,401 High 478   (0.1) 348 1.37 
  Moderate 21,824   (5.0) 7,643 2.86 
  Low 418,099 (95.9)   
      
Ospika 135,093 High 1,618   (1.2) 192 8.43 
  Moderate 2,544   (1.9) 550 4.63 
  Low 130,931 (96.9) 0 0 
      

 

Sampling Design 

The sampling design was focused on field-testing model results at the lick_cap and lick_pref 
nodes.  Lick capability was tested by collecting empirical data at modeled licks that: a) either 
verified or refuted the states of the key ecological correlates and b) allowed us to assess the 
current state of soil exposure as: a) already exposed soil from a slope failure, b) likelihood of 
exposed soil from a pending slope failure, or c) unlikely slope failure).  Lick preference was 
tested by identifying the relative abundance of goat sign (e.g., observed presence of goats or their 
hair, scat or tracks) at sampled licks.   
 
A stratified random sample was employed to identify sampling sites in the high and moderate 
value categories of lick_cap; the low stratum was not sampled because it covered a large area and 
therefore effectiveness of random sampling and sampling efficiency were concerns.  Due to the 
large number of potential sampling sites and a limited budget, the mineral lick test was limited to 
a simple stratified random sample in the Akie study area only.  The Akie study area was selected 
for the mineral lick field sampling because it was a relatively small study area and had optimal 
ecological input data (e.g., Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping data).  To determine random sample 
units, a uniform grid was superimposed on the study area.  The ‘random numbers with 
replacement’ function in Microsoft Excel© (Microsoft 2003b) was used to rank the grid cells for 
sample selection.  The total number of units to be sampled was based on randomly selecting 
enough cells to sample 10% of the total area in each stratum, in the study area.  The selected grid 
cells were sampled completely.    
 

Field Sampling 

To achieve the desired sampling intensity, field sampling was conducted primarily by aerial 
reconnaissance of modeled High and Moderate lick_cap occurrences.  This approach is similar to 
that taken by (McNay and Sulyma 2003), to test modeled pine lichen winter range preference by 
northern caribou.  Field sampling was conducted using a Bell 206 helicopter with an experienced 
pilot, a navigator, and a minimum of one observer.  The navigator used a lap top computer loaded 
with the resultant lick_cap sampling grid, ArcView© (ESRI 1999) GIS software, and DNR 
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Garmin© (MNDNR 2000) real-time tracking software to display the model predictions and 
navigate to sampling sites within selected grid cells.     
 
All modeled High and Moderate capability licks within the randomly selected grid cells were 
evaluated for the following BBN input parameters and classifications:  

 Lick habitat type: clay or other   
 Site drainage: poor or rapid 
 Vegetation cover:  non forested or forested 
 Slope: greater than 11 degrees or less than 11 degrees 
 Failure event: yes or no 
 Soil type: fluvial, fine-textured or other 

 
The definitions, rationales and assumptions relative to these input parameters are described in 
detail by Hengeveld et al. (2003; 2004).  Sample sites were recorded as ‘observed High lick 
capability’ if exposed soil (all soil types and textures, excluding bedrock or scree slopes) was 
present.  Observed Moderate lick capability was assigned to sites that appeared to meet BBN 
criteria for high lick capability but had not yet failed (i.e., no exposed mineral soil). For each 
sampling site, the apparent presence or absence of wildlife sign was also recorded.  For aerial 
reconnaissance, this was primarily limited to noting the presence or absence of trails (worn to 
mineral soil).  Ground surveys were conducted at sites showing excellent mineral lick potential, 
to assess use by wildlife and record general lick characteristics.  For ground investigations, 
wildlife sign includes observations of wildlife, tracks, trails, hair, or pellets. Goat sign included: 
observed presence of goats or their hair, scat or tracks.  Observed preference for a site was 
recorded when wildlife trails were present (minor or major trails); species use was not confirmed 
except for direct wildlife observations and observations of tracks, hair, or pellets during ground 
reconnaissance. 
 
Photo records were taken of each sampling site. Location coordinates for potential mineral licks 
incidentally observed outside the sampling area were also noted. 
 

Assessment of  Results 

The results were evaluated using Netica’s (Norsys 2000) ‘Test Using Cases’ function, where 
observed findings for the model input parameters are statistically compared with model 
predictions).  This test evaluates the strength of the model, by reporting statistics on the error rate 
(determined using the maximum likelihood state), calibration, and test sensitivity.  
Comprehensive definitions for the analyses and test results are available from Norsys (2000).  In 
brief, the analysis will reveal the accuracy of the model’s predictions, and will identify nodes 
whose predictions are weakly correlated with reality.   
 
Model sensitivity analysis was also conducted, to assess the influence of various input nodes on 
the lick_cap node.  This is helpful for assessing the contribution of each input node to the model 
predictions.  Stronger scores indicate a greater likelihood to produce the greatest change in the 
belief of the high lick_cap state.  The results will help to guide future refinements of the model’s 
input parameters and relationships.   
 
Finally, Netica’s ‘Learn from Case File’ function was used to update the CPTs in the BBN’s 
input nodes.  This essentially adjusts the relationships among model input parameters, to better 
reflect reality.  The learning algorithm used to build the CPTs is described by Norsys (2000). 
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Test of  Modeled Escape Terrain Preference 

Mapping modeled escape terrain 

The expected summer escape terrain preference node values were stratified across the realized 
range of outcomes for each study area, resulting in four expected habitat conditions, labelled in 
anticipation of a comparison with observations of mountain goat preference: A, B, C, D (Table 
3).  The classes A through D represent a gradient from most preferred to least preferred escape 
terrain habitat. 

Table 3.  Escape terrain BBN results for the Akie, 
Osilinka, and Ospika study areas: amount of area 
expressed for each preference value class.  Classes 
A through D represent a gradient from most 
preferred to least preferred escape terrain.  
Percent (%) of total study area indicated in 
parentheses. 

Study Area Size (ha) Node Value 
Classes 

Area (ha) 

    
Akie 195,329 A 6,251 (3.2)   
  B 42,582 (21.8)   
  C 24,611 (12.6)   
  D 121,885 (62.4)  
    
Osilinka 440,401 A 17,176 (3.9)   
  B 135,644 (30.8)   
  C 51,967 (11.8)   
  D 235,615 (53.5)  
    
Ospika 135,093 A 5,674 (4.2)   
  B 39,717 (29.4)   
  C 22,425 (16.6)   
  D 67,276 (49.8)   
    

 

Resource selection estimates 

Relocations (n = 1,845) of radio-collared mountain goats spanning a period from April 2002 to 
March 2005 were available as estimates of habitat preferences.  1,446 of those locations 
overlapped modeled escape terrain in the 3 study areas.  To avoid misrepresentation of resource 
preferences that can sometimes occur with small sample sizes (Johnson 1980; Lechowicz 1982), 
we chose to arbitrarily eliminate animals with less than 8 relocations.  This further reduced 
available samples to a total of 1,418 for 48 individual mountain goats (Table 4). 
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Table 4.  Number of relocations of 48 individual radio-collared 
mountain goats in north-central British Columbia, 2002-2005. 
Study Area Number of radio-collared 

animals 
Total relocations 

Akie 10 90 
Osilinka 16 441 
Ospika 22 887 

Total 48 1418 

 
 
Selection by mountain goats for particular states of escape terrain was estimated using Chesson’s 
selection index (Chesson 1983).  Chesson’s index is based on the ratio of state use and state 
availability, where availability is standardized for all states as follows: 

∑
−

÷
÷

≡

41

11
1

ss

ss
s tyAvailabiliUse

tyAvailabiliUse
α  

where, s1 through s4 refers to the four potential states (i.e., a, b, c, d) in the BBN node tested.  A 
test statistic was calculated testing the null hypothesis that observed selection for state i, αs(i), was 
significantly (P<0.05) different from random where random was  αs(i=1-4) = 0.25 (Chesson 1983).  
The null hypothesis in the escape terrain test was stated as the observation of mountain goats 
choosing modeled ranges (i.e, a, b, c, d) in direct proportion to their availability.  When, for any 
range state i used by animal j,  αs(I=1-4,j) > 0.25 and significant (P<0.05), then we classified the 
observation as an expression of preference (obs_pref) and the opposite as an expression of 
avoidance (obs_avoid).  Lack of statistical significance was classified as an equivocal observation 
(obs_equiv) and interpreted as use in proportion to availability.  Management of data and 
calculations of selection and test statistics were made using SAS© (SAS 2002). 

Assessment of  results 

We expected correspondence between modeled escape terrain (i.e., A, B, C, D value classes) and 
observed selection (obs_pref and obs_avoid).  To assess correspondence, we calculated the 
percent of observations showing a statistical selection (P<0.05). Further investigation of this 
correspondence was accomplished by plotting a summary (i.e., mean and variance) of individual 
mountain goat selection statistics for modeled escape terrain.  Management of data and 
calculations of selection and test statistics were made using SAS© (SAS 2002). 
 

Predictive Trails Model Development 

Predictive trails model development was initiated by exploratory spatial analyses to propose 
methods for developing a model that characterizes the relationship between escape terrain (alpine 
ranges and lower elevation staging areas) and mineral licks.  The objective was to identify a 
relatively simple approach that can be integrated into the existing user-defined trails BBN (Figure 
4), to predict the spatial distribution of likely trail corridors connecting high capability mineral 
licks and escape terrain. 
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Figure 4.  A Bayesian Belief Network used to evaluate mountain goat trail values in north-
central British Columbia.  The TRL_UD node relies on user-defined input of trail location 
data. 

RESULTS 

Test of  Modeled Mineral Lick Capability and Preference 

The mineral lick field sampling was completed 30 August – 2 September 2004, with 15 hours of 
helicopter time. We achieved a 10% (by area) sampling intensity in the High and Moderate lick 
capability strata, by sampling 16 of the total 125 grid cell sample units in the Akie study area.  
The sampled units included 486 modeled mineral licks (Table 5, Figure 5).  Sixty-nine (69) of the 
sampled licks were observed to have high mineral lick capability: 22 of these were modeled as 
high capability licks, 47 were modeled as moderate capability licks.  An additional 47 observed 
high capability licks were incidentally recorded during the field sampling: 35 were modeled as 
low capability, 11 were predicted as moderate capability, and 1 was not modeled (i.e., outside the 
study area).  Of the total 116 observed high capability licks (Figure 6), 43 showed sign of wildlife 
use (species not confirmed) based on the observed presence of tracks or distinct trails at the site.  
Seven (7) of the licks were wet licks.  Ground reconnaissance was conducted at 7 sites, including 
5 dry licks and 2 wet licks; mountain goat sign was observed at all but one of the wet licks.  One 
well-defined mountain goat trail was recorded, associated with a wet lick. A group of 4 goats was 
observed on one modeled High lick capability site. 
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Figure 5.  Spatial representation of modeled High (orange) and Moderate (green) mineral lick 
capability in the Akie study area, north-central British Columbia.  Randomly-selected sample 
units (n=16) are indicated. 
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Figure 6.  Spatial representation of observed high capability mineral licks in the Akie study 
area, north-central British Columbia.  Dry licks (red triangles), wet licks (orange points), and 
trails (green crosses) are indicated. 
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Table 5.  Summary of mineral lick BBN field 
sampling results for the Akie study area, north-central 
British Columbia, August-September 2004.  
  Observed Lick Capability   
Modeled Lick Capability Low Mod High No data Total 

Moderate 263 12 47 19 341 
High 115 4 22 4 145 

Total 378 16 69 23 486 

 
 
When the observed data were tested in the mineral lick BBN, Netica reported a model prediction 
error rate of 43.2% and a Brier score (quadratic loss) of 0.4696 at the lick_cap node.  Probability 
calibration showed the strongest results for the low lick_cap state (55-92% confidence across all 
expressed values); confidence for the high and moderate lick_cap states ranged from 6-31%.  
Model sensitivity analysis showed that the strongest input-parameter influences to the lick_cap 
node are STAB2 (quadratic score 0.05), FAIL (0.03), SOIL (0.02), STAB (0.02), and LH (0.01).  
The nodes SLP, DRN, and VEG have quadratic scores <0.001.  These inputs target terrain 
stability and soil texture parameters.  When the BBN CPTs were updated to reflect the observed 
relationship among ecological correlates, the error rate for modeled predictions was reduced to 
29%. 

Test of  Modeled Escape Terrain Model Preference 

Habitat selection estimates derived from radio-telemetry relocations for mountain goats in the 
Mackenzie TSA showed significant selection by mountain goats for modeled escape terrain 
(Table 6, Figures 7 and 8).  Selection was strongest for modeled escape terrain class A (Preferred 
sites), with habitat avoidance observed in classes C and D.   

Table 6.  Observed selection (pref, equiv, avoid), estimated1 from relocations 
of radio-collared mountain goats, for modeled escape terrain (a, b, c, d) in 
north-central British Columbia. 

Modeled Selection Observed Selection1 

 
Obs_Avoid Obs_Pref Obs_Equiv Total 

Observations 

A 0 18 23 41 
B 1 7 40 48 
C 11 0 35 46  

D 14 0 19 33 
1Estimates of selection were calculated for individual mountain goats based on Chesson (1983). 
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Figure 7.  Spatial representation of modeled escape terrain (gradient of preferred class A in 
deep blue, to avoided class D in grey), for mountain goats in the lower Ospika River valley, 
north-central British Columbia. Modeled high capability mineral licks (red), and 4 known 
mountain goat trails (yellow) are identified. 
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Figure 8. Selection values (Alpha) estimated for individual radio-collared mountain goats 
(n=48) that revealed either a preference (alpha > 0.25) or avoidance (alpha < 0.25) for 
modeled escape terrain in north–central British Columbia. 

Predictive Trails Model Development 

Five general analytical methods were evaluated: 
 

1. Simple buffer on modeled escape terrain to assess correspondence with modeled high 
capability licks. 

2. Neighbourhood statistics analysis on modeled escape terrain to assess correspondence 
with modeled high capability licks. 
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3. Nearest neighbour analysis on modeled escape terrain to produce corridors that connect 
the shortest distance between escape terrain patches. 

4. Patch analysis (Rempel and Carr 2003) of modeled escape terrain in buffers on modeled 
high capability mineral licks. 

5. O’Brien et al.‘s (2004) graph theory based measure of landscape connectivity using a 
method that enables landscape pattern analysis and habitat cluster evaluation.  

 
The most reasonable (and simplest) approach for our purposes is to buffer preferred escape terrain 
conduct a high capability mineral lick proximity analysis. To be consistent with the assumptions 
in the mineral lick and escape terrain BBNs, proximity analyses should consider the maximum 
trail distance between patches of escape terrain (and between escape terrain and a lick) to be 
≤500m.  This method works well with vector data (i.e., polygons of modeled licks, rather than 
grids of lick value pixels), which may be a hindrance when the analysis is incorporated into the 
BBN trails node because model inputs and outputs are raster-based.  The raster-based alternative 
is to integrate escape terrain patch analysis in buffers on mineral licks into the BBN trails node.  
This may be equally effective in predicting licks, however thresholds of optimal escape terrain 
density around licks need to be identified (we do not currently have data for this).  The 
disadvantage to the neighbourhood statistics approaches is that they essentially weight habitat 
units based on their proximity to other similar units.  This results in a ranking of habitat that 
favours larger, or clustered, patches of escape terrain.  This may not be appropriate for predicting 
trail corridors based on escape terrain distribution because small, isolated patches of escape 
terrain (e.g., staging areas at low elevation) are likely to be important to mountain goats.  
Similarly, it is intuitive that immediately adjacent pixels with the same value represent a single 
lick (this ‘clustering’ of adjacent pixels was implicit in the raster to vector data conversion, to 
produce lick polygons).  However, it is difficult to make explicit rules for creating lick ‘patches’ 
(aggregations of small, nearest neighbour lick units), because the influence of lick shape, size, 
and adjacency / proximity on mineral lick use by mountain goats is unknown.  Graph theory 
based measures of landscape connectivity could provide an excellent description of mountain 
goat habitat at broad scales, but is currently beyond the scope of our modeling needs.   

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The model test results are encouraging, showing excellent correspondence between modeled 
escape terrain and observed habitat selection by mountain goats, and reasonable results for the 
mineral lick BBN test.   
 
Magnitude of high and moderate capability licks predicted by the model presented issues for the 
sampling design.  Due to the magnitude of lick predictions, the field sampling was focused on 
aerial reconnaissance, rather than the intended ground-based sampling plan.  The primary 
advantage of aerial reconnaissance is that it allowed observers to evaluate general trends in model 
predictions across a broad area and large sample size.  The disadvantages are largely related to 
discrepancies between the sampling scale and scale of the model input data.  For example, input 
parameters such as soil texture can only be subjectively evaluated at a very broad scale from the 
air, and is particularly problematic at modeled sites that have not yet failed (i.e., moderate 
lick_cap sites). This may have introduced bias in the test results, and likely explains at least some 
of the noise in the high and moderate lick_cap results.  Ground-based sampling would also have 
provided an opportunity to test the map-based input data at each site, to evaluate data quality and 
resolution, and would also have facilitated a true test of modeled mineral lick preference results. 
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Some of the noise in the mineral lick test results is likely due to conservatism in the definitions 
used to categorize model input data parameters.  Our comprehensive definition of mineral lick 
includes dry clay bank licks, wet licks, and seepage areas at rocky sites.  In addition, we include 
the possibility that potential licks may occur at unstable sites that have not yet failed (i.e., do not 
have exposed mineral soil).  The idea of acknowledging the potential for licks to occur was 
included in the model, because from a management perspective it might be useful to know 
(relative to alternative planning scenarios, etc). However, ecologically, even if goats do make use 
of newly ‘created’ licks (either man-made or new slopes failures), there is likely to be a time lag 
that may not be relevant at management planning timelines.  We might expect a stronger 
correspondence of modeled results and observed conditions if the model was limited to existing 
dry licks at low elevations, for example.  These ideas can be tested by filtering the field sampling 
results (e.g., using elevational cut-offs, or specific node input data and value classes of interest), 
and comparing each subset with model predictions.        
 
We were also conservative in the definitions used to categorize model input data parameters, and 
our selection of input data for soil and terrain stability parameters. This was largely due to the 
scale and resolution of the input data available for the study areas. Map-based model input data 
varies among the three study areas, due to data availability and extent of mapping projects 
completed in the Mackenzie TSA.  The models were constructed to accommodate the ‘best’ 
(most comprehensive) data, where available.  The Ospika model run relies on forest cover data 
and biophysical habitat mapping information, while the Akie and Osilinka model runs are 
supplemented with Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping and Predictive Ecosystem Mapping 
respectively.  Incorrect assumptions relative to input data classifications can have a strong effect 
on model results.  Given the model’s reliance on terrain stability information, this is particularly 
true for the parameters and data that were selected to predict terrain stability (in areas where 
Terrain Stability Mapping data is not available for the Mackenzie TSA).  Improvements in the 
model results would likely be observed if the site moisture, slope, and vegetation cover inputs to 
the terrain stability node and were reviewed and refined, as appropriate.   
 
It is anticipated that the vector and raster-based buffer/proximity methods identified for relating 
mineral licks and escape terrain will be applied in the mineral lick BBN, and resultant predictions 
regarding the spatial distribution of mineral lick access trails will be verified in 2005/06 using 
similar techniques as described for the mineral lick model test. As we learn more about mineral 
lick use by mountain goats, we can better define potential relationships among mineral lick 
shapes, size, adjacency, etc.  These factors are not currently incorporated in the mineral lick BBN, 
but we recognize that lick size and proximity to alternate licks may influence mountain goat 
preference for mineral licks.  
 
Protocols for reporting, testing, and accrediting habitat supply models in B.C. do not exist. This 
lack of procedure is likely in part due to philosophical debate on the proper use of models, and 
hence how testing might proceed. Testing should consider the context for intended model 
application. For example, a standard and accepted, or valid, modeling technique may be 
completely inappropriate when applied to a set of modeling goals that differ for the ones the 
model was designed to address. Most people using habitat supply models acknowledge the goal 
generally as an aid to making decisions about resource management and not as a calculation to 
predict outcomes of management actions (i.e., strategic rather than operational). Hence, a major 
conclusion about assessing habitat supply models generally should simply be whether the model 
is effective in achieving the overall goals. Using “effectiveness” as a part of model testing 
embraces the commonly expressed, general characteristic of models – no model is correct but 
some are useful (e.g. useful as an aid in making decisions about management).  
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Nevertheless, demand for more technical model testing remains strong. It is proposed that the 
Goat HSM undergo testing and review to the extent that it achieves credibility as a useful tool. 
Presumably, a credible model is one that is judged to be effective and has strong technical merits. 
Decisions regarding what level of test results are generally acceptable for management 
application / operational implementation are dependent on the level of error (risk) that can be 
managed.  Overall, our results show that the selected methods can effectively test BBN-based 
habitat supply models, and direct future refinement and application of BBNs.  As such, this work 
contributes to the development of standards for model testing.   
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